
Introduction 
One of the unsung heroes of jazz, the very accomplished 
arranger, composer and saxophonist Edgar ‘The Lamb’ 
Sampson (1907–1973) secured his place in jazz history with 
his superb composition Stompin’ At The Savoy in the 1930s. 
This masterpiece was one of many classics penned by this 
highly under-rated jazz all-rounder, including Blue Lou, 
Don’t Be That Way, If Dreams Come True, Blue Minor, Facts 
And Figures and Lullaby In Rhythm; and he wrote hundreds 
of sublime arrangements for many bandleaders. 

  What is often overlooked though and unfortunately forgotten 
is what a superb, accomplished, multi-talented musician 
Edgar Sampson was. Comfortable in small or big band 
settings, he mastered several instruments. He specialised on 
alto saxophone for much of his career, was one of the few 
jazz violinists but didn’t record much on the instrument, 
made less frequent but valuable contributions on baritone sax 
and clarinet, and specialised on tenor sax in later years. 
Indeed, if one posed the question ‘Who was the alto sax 
soloist on That Rhythm Man and Facts And Figures by Chick 
Webb; the violin soloist on Fletcher Henderson’s The House 
Of David Blues; the baritone sax on Lionel Hampton’s You’re 
My Ideal and Don’t Be That Way; and the clarinettist on 
Bunny Berigan’s Chicken And Waffles?’ only dedicated jazz 
fans would confidently answer ‘Edgar Sampson’. 

‘The Lamb’ 
Despite his sterling musical achievements, Edgar Sampson 
was quite a retiring man who had a relatively low profile with 
precious little written about him, even by jazz arranger or 
composer standards. Vibraphonist Lionel Hampton reported 
in his regular Swing column on the Stage Screen page of The 
Baltimore Afro-American on 23 April 1938: 

Edgar Sampson, who is bewildered over all the newspaper 
spread given his success, will add this to his long chain of 
triumphs. A Detroit radio station last week dedicated a 
half hour of his stuff and listed it as, “The Edgar Sampson 
Glory of Swing Hour.” 
It’s getting so with him that every time he picks up a pen 
and hums to himself his publishers fall over themselves 
getting ready.  1

  The following July, Hampton invited Sampson to write the 
column himself, reproduced below with its sub-title. This 
affords us an extremely rare instance of Sampson’s own 
gracious and wise words: 

A GUEST COLUMN By EDGAR SAMPSON 
  These guest columns, Lionel, are much easier to read 
than they are to write! 
  However, I do want to say I am very appreciative of all 
the nice things the newspaper writers have written about 
me in the past twelve months. 
  Truthfully, after I wrote “Don’t Be That Way,” and it 
became a hit, and little things began appearing about its 
composer, I began reading every page, Call it modesty if 
you like. 
  After I make the grade, I really want to settle down to 
some serious music. Every composer wants to try a 
symphony of some sort. There are hardly any exceptions. 
  Getting to know big-time composers etc. is a good way 
to make a thorough and intensive study of things from the 
bottom up. Ideas in this racket are scarce. Once you get 
one you had better hold on to it like nobody’s business. 
  To me, Ellington is tops. 
  I admire Reginald Forsythe. It is his desire to point the 
way to music’s definite acceptance of swing as a modern 
form of music. The unusual titles that adorn his 
compositions are explained by the fact that he writes his 
compositions to describe a mood rather than a situation. 
  Forsyth also sincerely admires and praises the excellent 
Ellington work, Johnny Green’s experiments in modern 
music, the progressive attitude of the Casa Loma orchestra, 
and the splendid trail-blazing jazz sponsorship of Paul 
Whiteman. 
  Often amateur song writers ask me the open-sesame to 
success. The answer is hard work, determination and who 
do you know? 
  One [sic] in a while, some lucky person sneaks in under 
the wire and hits the jackpot without these, but it’s a pretty 
long shot to attempt. And do I know what I’m taking 
about? 
  Yeah man!  2

    Sampson did lead many bands over the years but had only 
two records released under his own name – a 78 in 1939 and 
an LP in 1957 (see below). Leonard Feather who wrote the 
sleeve notes for that LP described Sampson as a “mild-
mannered, bespectacled, smiling, slightly-built fellow whose 
meekness of manner earned him the nickname of ‘The 
Lamb’”.  Indeed, Sampson’s WWII draft card notes that he 3

stood 5’7” and weighed 128lb. (just over 9st.).  Feather also 4

posed the rhetorical question “Who is Edgar Sampson?” and 
answered it with this accurate, if incomplete summation: 

Edgar Melvin Sampson is one of the great arrangers in 
jazz. His compositions, as much as anything else in the 
Goodman library, helped to maintain Benny Goodman’s 
supremacy as King of Swing. Indeed, hardly anyone who 
has listened to any dance band can be unfamiliar with 
such melodies as Stompin’ at the Savoy, Don’t be that 
way, If dreams come true and Lullaby in rhythm, yet the 
man who composed them has hidden his light under a 
bushel of bashfulness.  5

LULLABY IN RHYTHM
AN APPRECIATION OF EDGAR SAMPSON

By Brian Goggin



Early Life 
Edgar Melvin Sampson was born in New York City on 30 
August 1907  to William and Marie Sampson (née Maria 6

Webb), who hailed from St. Kitts and Benford, South Carolina 
respectively and married on 11 May 1905. ,  Most 7 8

subsequent records give his birth date as 31 August 1907. He 
took to music as a young child with his mother’s 
encouragement  and learned violin from the age of 6.  He 9 10

took up the alto saxophone in his early teens, continuing to 
double on violin, and led a band in high school.  His first 11

professional work was with pianist Joe Coleman in 1924 and 
he worked with Duke Ellington and ‘The Washingtonians’ 
around 1926, with whom he may have recorded. He 
subsequently played with bands led by Bingie Madison, Billy 
Fowler and Arthur Gibbs before moving on to pianist Charlie 
Johnson’s ‘Paradise Ten’ from 1928 to 1930, with whom he 
definitely recorded. He later joined Alex Jackson, and then 
settled in Fletcher Henderson’s orchestra from 1931 to 1932, 

and moved on to Rex Stewart’s band before joining Chick 
Webb. 

  He married his wife, Grace, in the late 1920s and their 
daughter Grace Marie Sampson (1929-2020) followed in her 
father’s footsteps as a composer and arranger. Her best known 
composition is (At The) Mambo Inn, written in collaboration 
with trumpeters Mario Bauza, who played with her father in 
Chick Webb’s orchestra, and Bobby Woodlen. She was also 
responsible for composing and arranging Steady Eddie for 
tenor saxophonist Al Sears, and he recorded a swinging 
version of this fine tune for King in 1951. 

Sampson the Arranger and Composer 
By the time he joined Chick Webb, Edgar Sampson’s 
enormous writing talents had matured and during his tenure 
with the band he did much of the arranging for Webb and 
wrote many of his best known compositions, including the 
aforementioned tunes which were first recorded with Webb’s 
band. While there have been smoother or even more 
swinging versions of his most famous composition Stompin’ 
At The Savoy, the original version, recorded with Chick Webb 
in 1934, will always be the best for me. This classic features 
solos by Renauld Jones Sr. on trumpet, Sandy Williams on 
trombone, Pete Clarke on clarinet, Elmer Williams on tenor 
sax; with Sampson himself briefly blowing the final bridge on 
alto, while Webb keeps driving the rhythm section along all 
the way on drums. Sampson did not just sit back after this 
success though, and continued to refine his arrangements and 
ideas – while the arrangement he wrote for Benny Goodman 
that he recorded in 1936 was similar to that used with Webb 
with enhancements, he submitted a substantially different 
arrangement to Isham Jones who recorded it ten days after 
Goodman’s.  12

Fletcher Henderson And His Orchestra, Atlantic City, July 1932. Front, L-R: Edgar Sampson, Sandy Williams, J. C. Higginbotham, Fletcher 
Henderson, Russell ‘Pops’ Smith, Walter Johnson. Back, L-R: John Kirby, Coleman Hawkins, Russell Procope, Rex Stewart, Bobby Stark, 
Clarence Holiday. Courtesy of Dave Bennett, treated by Anne Bennett.



Sampson the Instrumentalist 
While Edgar Sampson’s compositions, some of which are 
standards, and many of his arrangements are well respected 
and known by musicians at least, his instrumental abilities 
have received little of the recognition he deserved. The few 
writers to comment specifically on his musicianship include 
Jan Evensmo as part of his solography series;  as well as 13

Hugues Pannasié and Madeleine Gautier in their Dictionary 
Of Jazz: 

Edgar Sampson plays alto saxophone with a frank, 
vigorous and melodious style; on clarinet he is pleasantly 
inspired by the New Orleans style in general and Jimmie 
Noone in particular. On violin he has played some 
remarkable double stopped choruses.  14

  From the 1920s to the 1940s, Sampson specialised on alto 
sax. While Johnny Hodges, Benny Carter and to a slightly 
lesser degree Willie Smith were rightly regarded as the 
leading stylists of the 1930s, and influence from Jimmy 
Dorsey and Frankie Trumbauer was acknowledged by 
musicians; other altoists including Charlie Holmes, Otto 
Hardwick, Harlan Leonard, Glyn Paque, Hilton Jefferson, 
even Don Redman, and Edgar Sampson are unfairly 
neglected by the history books for their instrumental craft. 

  Sampson soloed on many of the Chick Webb records, 
exhibiting a fine, fluid alto sax style with a clear, ‘creamy’ 
tone bearing similarities to Benny Carter’s sound. His solos 
enhanced many Chick Webb recordings such as That Rhythm 
Man, his own tunes Let’s Get Together, Blue Minor, Facts 
And Figures and Blue Lou. Incidentally, Webb’s band had 
backed Louis Armstrong for his Victor recordings of That’s My 
Home (two takes) and Hobo, You Can’t Ride This Train on 8 
December 1932 and Sampson blows the alto break at the 
start of the former tune. During the 1930s and 1940s, he 

occasionally doubled on baritone sax and his full toned 
playing on the big horn can be heard to good advantage on 
You’re My Ideal, Ring Dem Bells and his own piece Don’t Be 
That Way with Lionel Hampton on a Victor session held on 
18 January 1938. 

  One of the few jazz violinists, Sampson left a few examples 
of his playing on record, which included complimenting 
vocalist Monette Moore effectively on You Ain’t The One with 
‘Charlie Johnson’s Paradise Ten’ (as well as playing alto in the 
ensemble and his part in the clarinet trio) in 1928.  His violin 
solo on The House Of David Blues with Fletcher Henderson 
three years later is a fine example of his playing on the 
instrument, including the double stopping mentioned by 
Pannasié and Gautier above. 

  Edgar Sampson’s relatively rarer recorded clarinet work 
showed him to be a fine, articulate, professional player with 
his own smooth sound and a tone reminiscent of Benny 
Goodman or Edmond Hall, with Jimmie Noone’s influence. 
Although he does not solo on clarinet with ‘Bunny Berigan & 
His Blue Boys’ on Chicken And Waffles, he is prominent in 
the ensemble, effortlessly fulfilling the instrument’s usual 
small band role. On Billie Holiday’s session for Vocalion on 
12 January 1937, he again weaves around effectively in the 
ensemble. He solos briefly on Irving Berlin’s perennial song 
I’ve Got My Love To Keep Me Warm and plays a longer, warm 
chalumeau register solo on If My Heart Could Only Talk. 

After Chick Webb 
Sampson left Chick Webb in 1936 to concentrate on full time 
arranging for the next dozen years or so. Billy Roach of The 
Detroit Tribune reported: 

Edgar Sampson (composer of ‘Let’s Get Together’) left 
Chick’s [sic] Webb Orchestra to do commercial 

Chick Webb And His Orchestra, 1934. Front, L-R: Renauld Jones Sr., Taft Jordan, Mario Bauza, Joe Steele, Chick Webb, Pete Clarke, Edgar 
Sampson, Elmer Williams. Back, L-R: Sandy Williams, Chuck Richards, John Trueheart, Elmer James. Duncan P. Schiedt Photograph 
Collection, Archives Center, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution.



Advertisement card for Club 845's Gala Holiday Revue, 1950-1951. Collection of the Smithsonian National Museum of African American 
History and Culture.



orchestrating. He found Dick Himber and his Studebaker’s 
Champions eager to engage him to supervise the Richard 
Himber’s orchestrations. Listen to Himber’s program - it’s 
music that’s pleasing to the ear[.] Hilton Jefferson filled the 
vacancy made by Edgar Sampson in Chick’s band. Wonder 
who filled Jeff’s place, and why did he quit? Look out 
Claude Hopkins!  15

  Sampson delivered scores to many of the most successful 
bandleaders of the swing era such as Artie Shaw, Andy Kirk, 
Benny Goodman and others. He did continue to write for 
Webb though and scored Go Harlem and Clap Hands, Here 
Comes Charley! both of which were recorded after his 
departure.  16

  His beautiful, mellow and catchy tune Lullaby In Rhythm 
was co-written with Clarence Profit, with Benny Goodman 
sharing the credit, and featured Walter Hirsch’s lyrics. 
Goodman recorded the original version, arranged by 
Sampson, on 8 April 1938. Harry James (using a Jimmy 
Mundy arrangement), Charlie Barnet, Woody Herman and 
Nat ‘King’ Cole all followed suit the same year and it was 
recorded many more times by others over the ensuing 
decades. 

  During those years where he focused on writing, Sampson 
did play sporadically though. He led his only swing era 
recording session for Vocalion on 25 May 1939 which 
produced one record Don’t Try Your Jive On Me/Pick Your 
Own Lick, the former tune being credited to Sampson and 
Leonard Feather. Both tunes feature a vocal group called ‘The 
Three Swingsters’, and apart from Sampson on alto, the other 
six musicians remain unidentified. Incidentally, as an aside I 
do not concur with the idea that the trumpeter is Benny 
Carter. The first tune, which Fats Waller, Danny Polo and Una 
Mae Carlisle had each recorded in London the previous year, 
swings well with Sampson playing a few solos on alto but the 
second tune is of lesser quality and dominated by the vocal 
trio after the introduction. The third and final tune recorded at 
the session, the Trinidadian folk song Sly Mongoose, was 
rejected, but this may indicate Sampson already being 
interested in Latin music. 

  Ella Fitzgerald, who took over Chick Webb’s band after the 
great drummer’s death in 1939 and led it until 1941, hired 
Sampson as musical director from July to November 1939.  17

He worked for Cuban flautist Alberto Socarras in Boston 
around 1941. Socarras recalled: “I had good musicians. Edgar 

Sampson played saxophone, clarinet and violin, and did 
marvellous arranging.”  He also played alto and baritone 18

saxes with Al Sears for a time in 1943,  and the band made a 19

tour of American military camps.  20

Later Life and Career 
Sampson started playing regularly again from the late 1940s, 
leading his own band from 1949 to 1951, and he specialised 
on tenor sax from this time. In the 1950s, he worked in Latin 
music, playing and arranging for leaders including Tito 
Puente. Sampson recorded his only album under his own 
name, Swing Softly Sweet Sampson, in 1956 for Coral and 
this was released in 1957. The band included trumpeter 
Charlie Shavers, trombonist Tyree Glenn and his old comrade 
from the Chick Webb band, Beverly Peer on bass. This record 
featured his own compositions, including five of his classics 
dating from the 1930s and seven of his then more recent 
compositions including I'll Be Back For More, a collaboration 
with Cuban percussionist Candido Camero (1921-2020), and 
The Sweetness Of You, written in collaboration with his 
daughter Grace. 

Label courtesy of Michael Steinman, Jazz Lives.



  Sampson led his own band again and played regularly with 
drummer Harry Dial’s ‘Blusicians’ in the late 1950s and early 
1960s.  They had been friends since the 1930s when Dial 21

did publishing copy work for Sampson. Dial recalled “Edgar 
and I remained friends until his death and never had a 
disagreement about anything”.  Sampson also wrote the 22

vocal arrangements for Dial’s LP album Jazz A La Carte 
(Yorkshire HD61565) which was recorded in March 1965.  23

  The 1960s were a decade of mixed fortunes for Sampson. 
His first wife, Grace Sampson died in 1963 ,  aged about 24 25

52. He later remarried, to Anna Sampson (née Woodson), 
who survived him.  He made his last recording in 1965 and 26

sadly, by the late 1960s severe illness had ended his musical 
career and caused the amputation of a leg.  After several 27

years of suffering ill health, Edgar Sampson died on 16 
January 1973, aged 65, in Englewood, New Jersey, where he 
had made his home for the previous seventeen years.  28

  Edgar Sampson was a remarkable, unsung hero of jazz, both 
as a writer and as an instrumentalist. Trumpeter Roy Eldridge 
noted “He never got the credit he deserved and probably not 
the money either”. Sampson left a rich musical legacy that 
continues to this day nearly 50 years after his death, and 
‘Little Jazz’ paid a fitting tribute when he said ‘He was a 
beautiful musician with a load of talent.’  29
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